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Immerse yourself into the natural beauty 
of Africa with OYA! OYA is a luxurious 
bath and beauty range. Natural and 
African ingredients are central to OYA 
and we are committed to environmental 
sustainability. Welcome to a natural African 
beauty experience!
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Quality skincare, natural ingredients and 
sustainability. Those are our three pillars.

We strive in creating bath and beauty 
products that are not only luxurious and 
smell amazing, but that are also friendly 
to your skin. We believe that nature 
knows best in looking after your skin. 
Therefore we use natural ingredients in 
our products such as essential oils. 

It is also important to take care of nature 
in return. At OYA we only use natural 
ingredients that are environmentally 

friendly and farmed in sustainable 
ways. We only use chemicals when it is 
absolutely necessary in the soap making 
process. Our products are vegan 
friendly, except only those that contain 
sustainable beeswax and honey.

Part of sustainability at OYA is making 
our products by hand. This helps in 
creating jobs in our local community in 
South Africa. Because our products are 
made by hand following only the best 
techniques, OYA’s products are unique 
and of high quality. 

Our Philosophy
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Left to right: Soap 100g (S), Sugar Scrub (S), Bath Tea (S)

Serendipity
The experience of serendipity is like a relaxed sunny day followed by a stunning 
African sunset. We have crafted the scent of Serendipity to reflect joy and positivity. 
Serendipity contains rooibos (which is known for its antibacterial qualities), rosemary, 
peppermint and other lovely natural ingredients. 
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Soap 125g (S) Soap 50g (S)

Bath salt 500g (S) Bath salt single use 110g (S)
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Shower sachet.

Soap 125 g (T) Soap 100g (T)

Tranquillity
At the end of a rainy season Africa 
blesses you with fields of colourful 
flowers. When you walk in these fields 
you experience true tranquillity. You 
are thankful for the rain while being 
mesmerised by the beauty of Africa. We 
have crafted the scent of Tranquillity to 
reflect bliss and contentment. Tranquillity 
contains lavender essential oils, tea tree 
and other natural ingredients.
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Soap 50g (T) Bath salt 500g (T)

Bath salt 110g (T), Sugar scrub (T), Bath Tea (T)
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Gardner’s soap

Buoyant blossoms
Buoyancy is the ability of someone to continue to be happy and strong, even through 
difficult times. Proteas, the queens and kings of fynbos, are known for standing 
strong in various circumstances and always emanating their buoyant beauty. Buoyant 
blossoms contains a mix of citrus plants, beeswax and other natural ingredients. 
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Bath tea (B) Sugar scrub (B)

Bath Salt 500g (B) Bath salt 110g (B)
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Soap 50g (B) Soap 100g (B)

Soap 125g (B)

Our soap are made in small batches 
following a traditional, basic and simple 
method. This leaves the soap full of 
goodness that we retain, like glycerine 
that forms naturally in the process. The 
cold process allows us to make soap 
with a creamy feel and a luxurious lather.

Our soap are palm oil free as part of 
our commitment to sustainability and 
responsibility towards nature and 
animals. We have decided to rather use 
oil that comes from picking flowers and 
harvesting fruit and not from cutting 
off trees and deforestation.

The cold soap process

Palm oil free
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Left to right: Soap 125g (C), Bath Salt 500g (C)

Charcoal charm
Activated charcoal is a popular beauty ingredient. It is known for drawing bacteria 
and dirt to the surface of your skin, helping you cleanse your skin better and 
achieve a better complexion. Black pepper, an ingredient in our Charcoal Charm 
handmade soap, is known for its antioxidant qualities. 
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Soap 100g (C) Soap 50g (C)

Sugar scrub (C) Bath salt 110g (S)
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Left to right: Soap 100g (M), Sugar scrub (M), Bath Tea (M)

Mystical flowers
Africa has a mystical charm to it. This is especially caught up in her flowers, intense 
blossoms that sum up the powerful biodiversity of Africa. Mystical flowers has a 
magical scent that is created with rose geranium (an African wonder), marigold 
and other natural ingredients.
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Soap 125g (M) Soap 50g (M)

Bath salt 500g (M) Bath salt 110g (M)
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Shower mitt

Exfoliating mitt Farmers Soap

Other products
Our shower mitt and exfoliating mitt 
are part of a job creation initiative that 
is aimed at giving back to our local 
community in South Africa. The products 
are made with 100% natural ingredients 
and are of high quality. 

The farmer’s soap, a laudry soap, is a 
popular favourite. Our clients can’t stop 
telling us how well it works in getting 
stains out of material and clothes.  
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